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Abstract:- Now a days we can see that Cloud computing is fastest growing platform for making resources available to the users CC is based on
internet computing that is enormous group of remote servers are network that allow centralized the data store and access. In terms of cloud
computing this background network is known as Data Center Network. In this paper we have explain Skip List Topology because this topology
in the account as the size of list is dynamic and it is very easy to insert and searching data in the list it is apparent that Skip List is better in term
of efficiency B-tree.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is "a sort of Internet-based computing,"
where different services — such as servers, storage and
applications — are delivered to an organization's computers
and devices through the Internet [5].
Data center is a large size group of networked computer
servers that is used by large organizations for the, processing,
remote storage and distribution of huge amounts of data.
Traffic engineering Represent a way that improves the
network performance by manipulating flow of data in the
network [7]. Traffic based performance measures include
delay variation, packet loss and throughput. An important aim
of Internet traffic engineering is to facilitate reliable network
operations.
Various data structured are used:
Fat tree is a binary tree where the resources are located at
leafs and the intermediate nodes act as routers. The main
characteristics of the fat tree are that the links that connect
nodes from different levels may have different bandwidth
depending on their utilization.
B-Tree is a kind of self-balancing search tree. In most of the
other self-balancing search trees like AVL and Red Black
Trees it is supposed that everything is in main memory. Btrees vary significantly from red-black trees in this B-tree
nodes may have many children, from very few to thousands.
A skip list is a data structure that is utilize for storing a sorted
items list with a help of hierarchy of linked lists that connect
increasingly sparse subsequences of the items. A skip list
offers the process of item look up in efficient manner. The
skip list data structure skips/check over many of the items of
the full list in one step, that’s why it is known as skip list. A
skip list is made in layers. The lowest layer is an ordinary
ordered linked list.

TOOLS: CLOUDSIM it is very hard and not cost effective
to design a cloud for experiment there for CloudSim used
which is a cloud simulator. CloudSim: It is an extensible
simulation toolkit that allow modeling and the simulation of
Cloud computing systems and application provisioning
environments. [8]
CloudSim is a library for simulation of cloud scenarios. It
provides important classes to describe data centers, virtual
machines, computational resources, applications, users and
policies for the management of various parts of the system
such as scheduling and provisioning.
II.
PREVIOUS WORK
Skip lists are more of an illustration/representation than trees
for many applications, which also leads to simple algorithms
[9]. Perfumed priority search with different algorithms and
their new algorithm priority search was created with the help
of skip list data structure and algorithms [10]. Deployed the
Data Center Network on the concept of B-Tree Topology
Author have describe that how cloud make easier internet
access to the user as we know cloud computing is one of the
major and fastest growing platform for making resources
available to the users [11]. Author has explained both fat tree
and Ethernet (WAN) and comparison and In this paper they
have used Prim’s MST algorithm for Fat-tree based routing
[13]. Author has use B-tree method for storing spatial data
and search for geographical search [12].Content-Centric
Networking (CCN) is a new network architecture aiming to
solve many fundamental problems of existing IP networks
[14]. Traffic Engineering is performed by means of a set of
techniques that can be use to better control the flow of packets
inside an Internet protocol network [15]. Advances in Cloud
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computing opens up many new possibilities for Internet
applications developers [16].
DATA STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHAM
A skip list S for a sorted dictionary D made of a series of
sequences that we can note as {S0, S1,...,Sh}. Every sequence
Si stores a subset of the items of D classified by a nondecreasing key plus items with two special keys, denoted as
−∞ and +∞, where −∞ is smaller than every possible key that
would be inserted in D and +∞ is greater than every possible
key that can be inserted in D. Moreover, the sequences in S
satisfy the following conditions:
 Sequence S0 Possess every item of dictionary D (plus
the special items with keys −∞ and +∞).
 For i = 1,..., h − 1, sequence Si posses(in addition to
−∞ and +∞) a randomly generated subset of the
items in sequence Si−1.
 Sequence Sh contains only −∞ and +∞.
It is conventional to visualize a skip list S with sequence S0 at
the lower level and sequences S1,...,Sh−1 above it. Also, we can
denote to h as the height of skip list S. The sequences are set
up so that Si+1 Prossess more or less every other item in Si. As
can be seen next in the insertion method/technique, the items
in Si+1 are chosen at random from the items in Si by choosing
each item from Si to also be in Si+1 with possibility of 1/2.
Essentially, we flip a coin for each item in Si and place that
item in Si+1 Now if the coin comes up as ―heads.‖ Then, we
expect S1 to get about n/2 items, S2 to have about n/4 items,
and, in general, Si to have about (n/2) i items. As In other
words, we expect the height h of S to be about log (n). We
consider a skip list as a two-dimensional collection of
positions set horizontally into levels and vertically into
towers. Each level refers to a sequence Si and each tower
contains positions storing the same item across consecutive
sequences. The locations in a skip list can be traversed using
the below operations:
Next (p): Return the position succeeding p on the same level.
Prev (p): Return the position preceding p on the same level.
Below (p): Return the position under w p in the same tower.
Above (p): Return the position over p in the same tower.
Searching Operation in Skip list
Algorithm: SkipSearch (Node):
Input: A search element key k
Output: Position p in the bottom list So such that the
entry at p has the largest key less than or equal to k
While below (p) = null do
p ← below (p) [drop down]
while
key (after (p)) ≤ Node do

Let p ← after (p)
{scan forward/ahead}
end while
end while
Insertion Operation in Skip list
Algorithm: SkipInsert (Node)
Input: Add Node
Output: the entry inserted in to the skip list
p ← SkipSearch (Node)
q ← null,
r ← (Node)
i ← -1
repeat
i ← i+1
if h<= I then
h← h+1 {new level add}
i ← next(s)
s ← insertAfterAbove (null, s, (-∞, null))
insertAfterAbove(s, t, (+∞, null))
while above(p) = null do
p ← prev(p) {scan forward}
p ← above(p) {jump up to higher level)
q ← insertAfterAbove(p,q, r)
{add a position to the tower of the new entry}
end while
until coin Flip() = tails
n ← n+l
return q
return p
III.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To proceed for implementing the work in following steps:
1. Imported CloudSim in JVM.
2. Developed a Program for Distribution of Data Center
Network (SkipList).
3. Associated IP Address as Primary Key of the
Distribution
4. Associated Geographical Distance to each node
represented by IP Address.
5. Trip time is measured in Milliseconds.
6. Compared the round trip time of Skip list and B-Tree
based on DCN
7. Proved that Skip List based Distribution is much
more efficient than B-Tree.
IV.
RESULT S AND ANALYSIS
Result has been generated in order to observe that SKIP LIST
architecture based Data Center Network on the B-Tree
architecture based Data Center Network.
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TABLE – 1

Fig 1. Comparison of Skip List and B-Tree routing delay in
milliseconds (as per TABLE -1below)
In order to make work more visible we have shown a tabular
comparison of time taken by both architectures sending data
India to other DNS.
In these figures we can observe that B –TREE based on
DCN takes more time than SKIP LIST based on DCN. In BTREE with increase in distance, time to traverse
data goes high and it takes more time on the other hand data
traverse in Skiplist takes less time with increase in distance
which means Skip list is sending data faster than B-Tree. In the
table, we have mentioned the comparison between time in
milliseconds taken by SkipList architecture and the time that
was mentioned earlier taken by the B-Tree architecture.

V.
CONCLUSION
By observing tables we concluded that:
1) Skip list is more efficient data structure for traffic
engineering than B-Tree and it’s subsequence
predecessor like MST and Tree Ethernet.
2) Skip list outpost the performance of B-Tree by around
6-13% average seek time of an data package.
3) Skip list has properties of dynamic structure which can
be utilize for achieve optimal traffic engineering in the
system.
4) The performance advantage in also due to random
nature of skip list.
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